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Abstract

New silvicultural techniques use unharvested forest strips to provide wind shelter in harvest cutblocks, and reduce windthrow

for remnant trees. The objective of this paper was to characterise the winds across two such sheltered cutblocks: a narrow

cutblock whose width (Xc) was 1.7 canopy heights (h), and a wide cutblock with Xc � 6.1h. Our focus was on the winds

affecting understory trees, when the wind direction was across the cutblock width. Propeller and cup anemometer

measurements were made along transects across the cutblocks, at height z � 0.4h. These data were normalised using

windspeeds measured simultaneously in a much larger, nearby `reference' clearing. In both cutblocks the best wind shelter

was near the upwind forest edge, where the average cup windspeed (S) was reduced to approximately 20% of its value in the

reference clearing, the average across-cutblock wind velocity (U) was approximately 10% of its clearing value, and the

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) was approximately 20% of its clearing value. Both U and S increased slowly with downwind

distance (x) across the cutblocks. The pattern of turbulence was different, as TKE increased rapidly with x immediately

downwind of the forest, then attained near-constancy beyond x � 3h downwind of the forest edge (in the wide cutblock), at a

value slightly above the clearing value. Based on these observations, we conclude that effective wind shelter in a cutblock

occurs within three tree heights of the upwind forest edge (for understory trees of height z � 0.5h), where both the average

wind velocity and the turbulence are reduced relative to their levels in larger clearings. # 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Large portions of the Canadian boreal forest have a

predominantly aspen (Populus tremuloides) overstory

with a white spruce (Picea glauca) understory. In

some cases a selective harvesting of the mature aspen

may be commercially worthwhile, leaving the

`released' spruce understory for future harvest. This

`two-stage' harvest system is also ecologically attrac-

tive, as it better maintains `mixedwood' diversity

compared with the traditional alternative of aspen

clear-cutting.

An obstacle to this two-stage harvest is the suscept-

ibility of the remnant spruce to windthrow (uprooting).

Developed under a sheltered aspen canopy, individual

spruce trees have poor wind stability, making them

vulnerable to the increased wind exposure that accom-

panies aspen removal. Navratil et al. (1994) described
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the results of a two-stage harvest trial in western

Canada, where aspen were harvested in large cut-

blocks, with dimensions of approximately 20 forest

canopy heights (h). On average, 15±25% of the rem-

nant spruce taller than 0.4h were lost to windthrow

within 3 years of aspen harvest. These trials were on

dry soils, and higher even losses would be expected on

the wetter soils common to the mixedwood region of

Canada. Therefore, the development of silvicultural

techniques to provide wind protection is deemed

essential for the success of two-stage harvest systems.

One proposed solution to the windthrow problem is

a shelterwood system. In a shelterwood design (Fig. 1)

the aspen is harvested in a series of narrow cutblocks,

separated by unharvested forest strips (shelterwood).

The cutblocks are oriented perpendicular to the

expected direction of maximum wind. The forest

strips are then analogous to agricultural windbreaks,

and the expectation is that they will provide wind

shelter for the remnant spruce in the cutblocks.

McNaughton (1989) described the general features

of wind ¯ow behind a thin windbreak of height h.

Immediately downwind of the windbreak is a `quiet

zone' where the average wind velocity and the turbu-

lence (conveniently characterised by the turbulent

kinetic energy, TKE) are reduced relative to the

`ambient' levels far upwind. This quiet zone lies

below a line that extends roughly from the top of

the windbreak to the ground about 8h behind the

windbreak. Further downwind, and above the quiet

zone, lies a `wake zone', where the TKE is enhanced

over ambient levels (although the average wind velo-

city is still reduced from ambient). Still further down-

wind there is an eventual recovery to the ambient (i.e.,

upstream wind conditions).

Does this pattern exist in forest cutblocks? The

observations of Gash (1986), Raupach et al. (1987),

and Liu et al. (1996) suggest it does ± if `ambient' in

these cases is de®ned by the wind condition in a

clearing far downwind of the forest. In these studies

one can observe a quiet zone immediately downwind

of the forest, followed by a wake zone. This is

encouraging from a windthrow protection standpoint,

as it suggests that narrow cutblocks will experience

wind shelter, particularly if their width is limited to the

dimensions of the quiet zone. However, a series of

forest-cutblock strips has a more complicated geome-

try than either an isolated windbreak, or an isolated

forest-clearing interface. It is possible to imagine

complex ¯ow patterns where the quiet and wake zones

are altered in location, or are no longer appropriate

descriptions of cutblock ¯ow.

A micrometeorological ®eld experiment was under-

taken with the goal of providing a theoretical basis for

understanding the windthrow protection afforded by

shelterwood cutblocks. Our objective was quite spe-

ci®c: to quantify windthrow protection available for an

isolated remnant understory spruce, when winds are

oriented across the cutblock. In this, the ®rst part of the

study, we describe winds across two differently sized

cutblocks. We were particularly interested in whether

a common ¯ow pattern exists across cutblocks of

different dimensions and across cutblocks having

different upwind and downwind forest features. The

second phase of the work (Flesch and Wilson, 1999)

relates wind velocity statistics to remnant tree sway, so

that cutblock wind shelter can be quanti®ed in terms of

tree sway. In the third phase of the study, a wind ¯ow

model (Wilson and Flesch, 1999) was developed to

generalise our measurements in a way that allows

spatial mapping of windthrow hazard for arbitrary

cutblock designs.

2. Field measurements

2.1. The Hotchkiss silviculture experiment

A silvicultural experiment in Alberta, Canada is

examining shelterwood designs for effectiveness at

reducing remnant spruce windthrow. The project site

Fig. 1. Idealised view of shelterwood harvest system. Cutblocks

are created by selectively harvesting the mature aspen overstory,

leaving the spruce understory intact. Forest strips (shelterwood)

separate the cutblocks, providing wind shelter.
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is approximately 30 km northwest of Manning, at a

location called Hotchkiss River. The area is classi®ed

as boreal mixedwoods, having a predominantly aspen

overstory of 20±25 m in height, with a signi®cant

white spruce understory averaging 10 m in height.

The terrain is gently rolling.

During the initial harvest, aspen and mature spruce

were removed from long rectangular cutblocks, whose

width ranged from approximately 40±150 m, and

whose length varied from approximately 500±

1000 m. The cutblocks were oriented perpendicular

to the direction of the expected maximum winds

(westerly). Remnant spruce density in the cutblocks

varied according to the density of the original under-

story.

2.2. Wind measurements

Two cutblocks were selected for study (Fig. 2(a)

and Fig. 2(b)): a wide cutblock with width

(Xc) � 140 m (studied in 1994 and 1995), and a

narrow cutblock with Xc � 40 m (studied in 1996

and 1997). These cutblocks were 500 and 700 m in

length, respectively. Each was the furthest east in a

series of nominally identical cutblocks, which were

separated by forest strips of about the same width (Xf)

as the cutblocks (e.g., the 140 m wide cutblock was

bordered upwind by a 150 m wide forest strip:

Xc � Xf). We de®ned x as the across-cutblock coordi-

nate (very nearly east±west), y as the along-cutblock

coordinate, and z as a vertical coordinate. The origin

x � 0 lies at the westward edge of the test cutblock,

with x increasing toward the east (downwind for most

of our discussion). Wind measurements were made in

each test cutblock, along east±west transects sited

where the residual spruce density was low (we cut

down the few trees that might otherwise have created

wind anomalies along the transect). The canopy height

(h) was approximately 23 m.

In 1994 towers were placed at x/h � ÿ0.8, 1.0, 2.1,

3.2, 4.3, 5.4, and 7.2 in a transect across the wide

cutblock (Fig. 2(a)); the cutblock boundaries lying at

x/h � 0 and 6.1. Cup anemometers (Climet Instru-

ments Co., model 011B) were placed on each tower at

z � 9 m (z/h � 0.4) to measure the average cup wind-

speed (S). From October to November in both 1994

and 1995, hourly S were recorded, encompassing a

range of wind directions and speeds. The S measure-

Fig. 2. (a) Location of wind measurements in the wide cutblock.

We have illustrated cup anemometers on all towers, and 3±D

propellers at x/h � 1.0, 3.2, and 5.4. (b) Location of wind

measurements in the narrow cutblock.
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ments were corrected for cup overspeeding (see

Appendix).

Three-dimensional (3-D) propeller anemometers

(R.M. Young Co., Gill UVW anemometer) were

operated during periods of high winds oriented across

the cutblock (westerly winds). In 1994 the propellers

were placed at x/h � 1.0, 3.2, and 5.4 (at z � 9 m). In

1995 they were placed at x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, and 7.2.

Average windspeed and direction at x/h � 3.2 were

used to trigger propeller sampling, which lasted

15 min with a 5 Hz sampling frequency. A datalogger

(Campbell Scienti®c Inc., CR±7X) recorded the mea-

surements. Propeller data were recorded as a voltage

time series, and later converted to velocities according

to Horst (1972), correcting for the imperfect cosine

response of these anemometers. Six measurement

periods were selected for analysis in 1994, and ®ve

in 1995 (Table 1).

In 1996 the towers were moved to the narrow

cutblock and placed at x/h � ÿ1.2, ÿ0.4, 0.2, 0.7,

1.1, 1.5, and 2.4 (Fig. 2(b)); the cutblock boundaries

lying at x/h � 0 and 1.7. Cup anemometers were

placed on six of the towers (excluding x/h � 1.1),

and hourly S were recorded in October and November

1996. The 3-D propeller anemometers were placed at

x/h � 0.2, 1.1, and 1.5. Propeller measurement periods

lasted 30 min (the increased duration from 1995 was

due to increased data storage capability). Five periods

were selected for analysis (Table 1). In the fall of

1997, the propellers were placed at x/h � ÿ1.2 and

0.7, and two 30 min periods were recorded.

We used u, v, w to denote the instantaneous across-

cutblock velocity (x direction), along-cutblock velo-

city (y direction), and the vertical velocity, respec-

tively. We will write, for example, an instantaneous

velocity u � U � u0, where U is the time average

velocity, and u0 is the instantaneous departure from

average. For each velocity time series measured with

the propellers, we calculated the following statistics

(the angle brackets h i denote a time average):

� average velocities, denoted U, V, and W;

� average cup windspeed, S � h(u2 � v2)1/2i;
� velocity standard deviations, denoted �u, �v, and

�w;

� turbulent kinetic energy, TKE � (�2
u � �2

v � �2
w)/2;

� velocity skewness, denoted Sku, Skv, and Skw (e.g.,

Sku � hu0u0u0i/�u
3);

� velocity kurtosis, denoted Ktu, Ktv, and Ktw (e.g.,

Ktu � hu0u0u0u0i/�u
4);

Table 1

Propeller anemometer measurement periods used in the study

Number Cutblock

width (m)

Date Time of

the day

Sclr

(m sÿ1)

Wind

directiona

Gill UVW

locations

W±1 6.1h 27 October 1994 13:45±14:00 6.41 38 x/h � 1.0, 3.2,5.4

W±2 6.1h 28 October 1994 10:15±10:30 4.85 48 x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4

W±3 6.1h 28 October 1994 11:45±12:00 4.97 168 x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4

W±4 6.1h 28 October 1994 12:00±12:15 5.86 258 x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4

W±5 6.1h 4 November 1994 11:00±11:15 6.21 38 x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4

W±6 6.1h 18 November 1994 16:15±16:30 5.21 ÿ168 x/h � 1.0, 3.2, 5.4

W±7 6.1h 26 October 1995 11:45±12:00 3.69 108 x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2

W±8 6.1h 26 October 1995 12:00±12:15 3.70 248 x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2

W±9 6.1h 26 October 1995 15:45±16:00 4.21 ÿ78 x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2

W±10 6.1h 26 October 1995 16:15±16:30 3.47 ÿ148 x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2

W±12 6.1h 26 October 1995 17:30±17:45 4.39 ÿ158 x/h � ÿ0.8, 3.2, 7.2

N±1 1.7h 7 October 1996 11:00±11:30 4.71 48 x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5

N±2 1.7h 11 October 1996 09:00±09:30 7.50 ÿ138 x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5

N±3 1.7h 11 October 1996 10:00±10:30 7.06 ÿ108 x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5

N±4 1.7h 11 October 1996 12:00±12:30 6.89 ÿ38 x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5

N±5 1.7h 11 October 1996 14:00±14:30 7.82 08 x/h � 0.2, 1.1, 1.5

N±6 1.7h 26 September 1997 13:00±13:30 4.94 ÿ268 x/h � ÿ1.2, 0.7

N±7 1.7h 26 September 1997 13:30±14:00 4.94 ÿ268 x/h � ÿ1.2, 0.7

a 08 is across the cutblock (westerly).
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Simultaneous with our cutblock measurements,

average cup windspeed and wind direction (hourly

averages) were measured in a large `reference' clear-

ing 5 km from the cutblocks. This clearing was irre-

gularly shaped, with a diameter of roughly 1 km. A

cup anemometer (Met-One, Model 013A) was placed

at z � 9 m on a tower that was 12±30h from the forest

edge. The case in which we were most interested (west

winds) put the tower 20h downwind of the forest edge,

with the clearing extending approximately 20h further

downwind of the tower. Throughout this work we will

use the clearing cup windspeed (Sclr) as a velocity

scale to normalise our in-cutblock data, to permit an

assessment of the windiness of the cutblocks relative

to an essentially open region (presumably the worst

case scenario for remnant windthrow). We will also

use Sclr and the wind direction in the clearing to derive

a reference across-cutblock wind velocity (Uclr). Dur-

ing November 1995, a 3±D propeller was placed in the

reference clearing (at z � 9 m), and ten 15 min mea-

surement periods were used to characterise the turbu-

lence there.

3. Measured winds in forest cutblocks

3.1. Average cup windspeed

Average cup windspeed (S) within our study cut-

blocks was signi®cantly reduced from that in the

nearby reference clearing (Sclr), as illustrated in

Fig. 3. During windy periods (Sclr > 3 m sÿ1) S/Sclr

ranged from 0.12 to 0.64, depending on the wind

direction and on location in the cutblock. As expected,

S/Sclr increased with increasing distance from the

upwind forest edge. The most effective sheltering

(lowest spatial average S/Sclr along our transect)

occurred when the wind was oriented directly across

the cutblock, which at any location, minimized the

distance to the upwind forest. For example, when

the wind was oriented across the wide cutblock (along

the x direction, �308) S/Sclr in the cutblock ranged

from 0.23 at the upwind tower to 0.51 at the down-

wind tower, but when the winds were oriented along

the cutblock length, this speed range increased to

between 0.47 and 0.53 (Fig. 3). This seems to con®rm

the premise of the Hotchkiss silviculture trials: that

maximum shelter occurs when the wind is oriented

across the cutblocks. There was a concern, in terms of

windthrow, that wind channelling might occur when

winds are oriented along the cutblock length, with

S/Sclr > 1. We saw no sign of this. From now on, our

focus will be on the case where the wind is oriented

directly across the cutblock ± the optimum case for

wind shelter.

With the wind oriented across the cutblocks, the

pattern of S was qualitatively the same as found

behind an isolated windbreak: S was at a minimum

near the windbreak, and increased slowly with

downwind distance (Fig. 3). In the forest immedi-

ately upwind of both cutblocks, we observed an

average S/Sclr of approximately 0.17. We cannot

say whether the minimum S was at the forest edge

(x � 0), or just upwind or downwind of the edge. We

saw an almost linear increase in S with distance

from the forest edge, so that S/Sclr reached approxi-

mately 0.5 at x/h � 5.4 in the wide cutblock, and 0.3

at x/h � 1.5 in the narrow cutblock. In each cutblock

the maximum S occurred at the farthest downwind

measurement location.

Fig. 3. Average cup windspeed (S), scaled on windspeed in the

nearby reference clearing (Sclr), and plotted versus position (x/h) in

the wide cutblock (top) and the narrow cutblock (bottom). The two

lines are for ambient winds oriented across the cutblock (average

wind direction along x, �308) and along the cutblock length

(average wind direction along y, �308). The `error bars'

surrounding each observation are � one standard deviation.
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3.2. Average wind velocity

When we restrict our attention to winds oriented

across the cutblocks (V � 0), we might expect the

average along-wind velocity (U) to be very similar to

S. But since S � h(u2 � v2)1/2i, it follows that S

increasingly exceeds U as �v increases, or the propor-

tion or magnitude of ¯ow reversal (i.e., u < 0)

increases. Far above a homogeneous surface, the

difference between S and U is generally small. We

observed a different situation in the cutblocks.

In the wide cutblock, U/Uclr ranged from approxi-

mately 0.1 in the upwind forest to 0.42 at the down-

wind cutblock tower (Fig. 4). These values were

smaller than the corresponding S/Sclr ratios, although

the spatial pattern was similar. This was not the case

for the narrow cutblock. While S was at a minimum

near x � 0, U was near its maximum there. And while

S almost doubled across the cutblock, U showed less

change. These differences were the result of a large

rise in the turbulence intensity with increasing x, and

intermittent ¯ow reversal. Fig. 5 shows the time frac-

tion when u < 0 in the cutblocks (�u<0). This varied

from 0 to 0.17 in the wide cutblock, and from 0.06 to

0.23 in the narrow cutblock.

The U deceleration in the upwind portion of the

narrow cutblock indicated mass convergence, and in

view of the continuity equation (in its 2±D form,

assuming @/@y � 0)

@U

@x
� @W

@z
� 0

suggested updrafts on average over the upwind portion

of the cutblock. Our observations did show W > 0 at

the upwind tower locations, particularly in the narrow

cutblock (although our W observations are prone

to uncertainty due to the dif®culty in levelling the

anemometers).

3.3. Turbulence statistics1

3.3.1. Turbulent wind velocities and TKE

Besides providing shelter in terms of the average

windspeed, the cutblocks provided an environment of

reduced wind-variability (turbulence) compared with

large clearings ± at least over part of the cutblocks.

Fig. 4. Average cup windspeed (S) and across-cutblock velocity

(U), scaled on their values in the reference clearing (Sclr and Uclr),

plotted versus position (x/h) in the wide cutblock (top) and the

narrow cutblock (bottom). Winds were oriented across the cutblock

(along x direction, �308). The S are from 9 hours (wide cutblock)

and 6 hours (narrow cutblock) of cup anemometer measurements.

The U values are from 1 to 2.5 hours of 3±D propeller

measurements. The `error bars' surrounding each observation

are � one standard deviation.

Fig. 5. Average time fraction of flow reversal (�u<0) in the wide

cutblock (top) and narrow cutblock (bottom). The `error bars'

surrounding each observation are � one standard deviation.

1Statistics from propeller anemometers are subject to errors from

poor high frequency response and stalling. We believe these errors

are small in this experiment (see Appendix).
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Fig. 6 shows the velocity standard deviations (�u/Sclr,

�v/Sclr, �w/Sclr) across the two cutblocks. Values of �u

and �v were statistically identical in the cutblocks,

with �w about 60% of �u and �v. The spatial patterns of

�u, �v, and �w were similar, and the turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE) shows this pattern (Fig. 7). The TKE in

the wide cutblock rose from 19% of the reference

clearing value at the upwind forest edge, to plateau at

more than 100% of the clearing value for x/h > 3. In

the narrow cutblock, the steep increase in TKE was

sustained all the way across the cutblock, although the

TKE never reached the level found in the reference

clearing.

This pattern of turbulence generally corresponds to

that found behind a thin windbreak (see review by

McNaughton, 1989). The region from 0 < x/h � 3 can

be labelled a `quiet zone', where the turbulence was

reduced from clearing levels. Downwind of this was a

`wake zone', where the turbulence level exceeded that

found in the clearing. The enhanced turbulence ori-

ginates with the strong vertical wind shear concen-

trated near the top of the canopy at the upwind forest

edge (which results in enhanced TKE production).

Raine and Stevenson (1977) broadly divided the quiet

and wake zones behind a thin windbreak with a line

running from the top of the windbreak to the ground at

x/h � 8. Based on this general rule, we should have

found the transition from quiet to wake zones occur-

ring at x/h � 4.8 (at z/h � 0.4), not at x/h � 3.0. This is

consistent with McNaughton's (1989) speculation that

the quiet zone behind a forest edge may be less

extensive than that behind a typical thin agricultural

windbreak, because the greater level of turbulence

over a rough forest (compared with over typical

agricultural land) increases the rate of vertical spread

of the wake zone from the forest edge.

3.3.2. Skewness and kurtosis

Wind ¯ow in plant canopies is often characterised

as a temporally dominant `quiescent' regime with

intermittent gusts (Finnigan and Raupach, 1987).

Velocity skewness (Sk) is often taken as indicative

of gust intermittency. A positive Sku, which is a

characteristic of canopy ¯ow, is the result of an

Fig. 6. Velocity standard deviations (�u, �v, �w), scaled on cup

windspeed in the nearby reference clearing (Sclr), plotted across the

wide cutblock (top) and the narrow cutblock (bottom). The `error

bars' surrounding each observation are � one standard deviation.

Values of �u/Sclr, �v/Sclr, and �v/Sclr in the reference clearing are

shown by the level dashed lines (which are not at their proper

location on the x axis).

Fig. 7. Average turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), scaled on cup

windspeed in the nearby reference clearing (Sclr), across the wide

cutblock (top) and the narrow cutblock (bottom). The `error bars'

surrounding each observation are � one standard deviation. Also

shown (by the level dashed line) is TKE/S2
clr in the reference

clearing.
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asymmetric probability density function (PDF), with a

long `tail' toward large u values (gusts). If windthrow

is the result of short duration gusts, Sk may be useful

in identifying areas prone to wind damage: a larger

Sku will correspond to greater extreme u values for a

given �u.

Fig. 8 illustrates Sku and Skw in our study cut-

blocks. We have less con®dence in these statistics

compared with averages and standard deviations, due

both to propeller errors (discussed in the Appendix),

and to the known need for longer averaging intervals

to determine higher-order statistics. Within the cut-

blocks the average Sku varied from 0.5 to 0.8, while

Skw fell between ÿ1.2 and 0. These were within the

range commonly observed within forest canopies

(e.g., Baldocchi and Meyers, 1989; Amiro, 1990),

indicating the occasional occurrence of high speed

gusts originating above the canopy (with u0 > 0,

w < 0). Flow was also marked by Kt exceeding 3,

the value for a Gaussian PDF (Fig. 8). This is con-

sistent with a `two-state' canopy ¯ow, dominated by a

quiescent regime but punctuated by infrequent gusts

giving a broad PDF tail. The `scatter' in our Sk and Kt

observations, and the likelihood of measurement

errors makes it dif®cult to discern any spatial pattern

across the cutblocks. The apparently modest spatial

variation in Sku and Ktu seems to rule out the possi-

bility of hidden `hot spots' in the cutblocks: there is

little reason to suspect the existence of cutblock

locations more prone to intense gusts than is indicated

from an assessment merely of U and �u.

3.4. Throughflow or recirculating flow?

Observations by Bergen (1975), Weiss and Allen

(1976), and Raupach et al. (1987) suggest that the

wind pattern across a forest clearing varies temporally

between direct through¯ow and recirculating ¯ow. In

through¯ow, clearing streamlines everywhere are

oriented with the above canopy streamlines, and the

wind ¯ows into the downwind forest at all height

levels. Recirculating ¯ow is marked by a standing

vortex (rotor) within the clearing, with reverse ¯ow

near the ground. In smaller clearings this rotor may

span the full width of the clearing, while it may be

con®ned to the areas near the forest edge in large

clearings.

The time spent in through¯ow- and recirculation-

states appears to depend on forest porosity, with

increased porosity leading to increased dominance

of the through¯ow-state, and more intermittent recir-

culation (Raupach et al., 1987). Did recirculation

occur in our cutblocks? Our limited observations make

this question dif®cult to answer. Bergen (1975) exam-

ined wind ¯ow across a narrow pine clearing (Xc � 1)

and classi®ed the ¯ow as recirculating 25% of the

time. Our lea¯ess aspen forest was almost certainly

less dense that Bergen's, and on that basis we might

expect less frequent recirculation.

What would recirculation `look' like in our obser-

vations? We focused on our narrow cutblock, where

rotors were expected to have features similar to those

observed by Bergen: they would span the width of the

cutblock, and have an average duration of 10 to 20 s

before a return to through¯ow. Our data was broken

into 10 s blocks, and the fraction (� recir) of these

blocks having possible recirculation was calculated:

the recirculation-state characterised by the require-

ment of updrafts at the upwind cutblock tower, and

downdrafts at the downwind tower (10 s blocks were

classi®ed as having updrafts or downdrafts when

|W| > 0.2 m sÿ1). We calculated � recir � 0.12. If we

invoked a more conservative recirculation signature,

Fig. 8. Average skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (Kt) for u and w across

the wide cutblock (top two graphs) and the narrow cutblock

(bottom two graphs). The `error bars' surrounding each observation

are � one standard deviation.
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consistent with Bergen's observations of (1) updrafts

at our upwind tower, (2) downdrafts at the downwind

tower, (3) U < 0 at the upwind tower, and (4) a near-

zero U at the downwind tower (de®ned as having a

block-average U less than the overall period average),

we calculated � recir � 0.02. Although both of the

above classi®cation schemes are unsophisticated,

we believe they show that the wind pattern in the

cutblocks was dominated by through¯ow.

4. Comparisons with other experiments

In this study we were particularly interested in

whether common ¯ow patterns exist in cutblocks of

different dimensions, and cutblocks having different

upwind and downwind forest features. This is an

important question when considering silvicultural

designs that differ from the situation of our study

cutblocks. When the wind statistics from our two

different width cutblocks are plotted together versus

x/h (Fig. 9), they show surprisingly good agreement

with each other. The greatest difference was the U

deceleration (@U/@x < 0) observed upon `entering' the

narrow cutblock, which was not seen in the wide

cutblock (where, however, our anemometer spacing

may have been too great to reveal this). The overall

agreement in the wind statistics between the two

cutblocks was surprising, given differences in upwind

conditions. For instance, the narrow cutblock had an

upwind forest border (entry-region) of approximately

2h, while the wide cutblock had an entry-region border

of approximately 6h. This suggests that upwind fea-

tures have a limited in¯uence on the ¯ow in a cut-

block2. The agreement also shows that the effects of

the downwind forest edge do not propagate very far

upwind. If it is true that upwind and downwind con-

ditions have limited in¯uence on cutblock winds, we

might then expect that wind observations from other

forest-clearing interfaces would show similarities with

our data.

4.1. Experiment of Gash (1986)

Gash (1986) measured winds near a forest-heath

interface (the forest was a mix of pine and larch, the

heath of heather and shortgrass). Because these data,

which were taken mostly at a height z/h � 0.33, were

scaled on above forest wind velocities (for which we

did not have an equivalent observation), we were not

able to fully compare Gash's observations with our

data. We can say that Gash observed a larger S/Sclr at

x/h � 5 than we found at more or less the same loca-

tion at Hotchkiss (Fig. 9). We do not know if this

marked difference is due to differences in forest

density and/or forest architecture, upwind geometry,

or place of observation. However, we do know that our

values of S/Sclr and U/Uclr also stand out as low relative

to other comparable data that we have examined (as

will be demonstrated in the comparisons that follow).

From Gash's observations we can also surmise that

a narrow quiet zone existed in the heath immediately

downwind of the forest. Gash observed that both �u

and �w at x/h � 5 were larger than values further

downwind of the forest. Therefore a quiet zone, in

which �u and �w were below their far-downwind

Fig. 9. Multi-experiment comparison of average cup windspeed

(S), average across-cutblock velocity (U), u velocity fluctuations

(�u), and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), plotted versus distance

from the upwind forest (x/h). These statistics are scaled on clearing

values of S or U (Sclr and Uclr). Our observations, denoted FW, are

shown as lines. Other observations are plotted using the symbols

described in the legend: RBG denotes Raupach et al. (1987), LCBN

denotes Liu et al. (1996), and Gash denotes Gash (1986).

2However, in Part 3 of this series we describe model results

which suggest that the amount of upwind forest can have a large

impact on U and TKE in the cutblock.
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values, must have been con®ned to x/h < 5. This is

consistent with our results.

Gash's observations also raise a question about

whether the winds at our reference clearing typify a

`generic' large clearing. Even as far downwind as

x/h� 40, Gash observed @S/@x > 0: which suggest our

observations at x/h � 20 have not reached an equili-

brium clearing state. However, because the change in

S as seen by Gash was small beyond x/h � 20, and

because �u and �w had apparently reached an equili-

brium at x/h � 20, we feel comfortable that our

observations at x/h � 20 can be interpreted as repre-

senting the winds in a generic large clearing.

4.2. Experiment of Raupach et al. (1987)

The wind tunnel study of Raupach et al. (1987),

referred to as RBG, may more easily be compared

with our observations. The RBG study examined two

model forest clearings (Xc/h � 4.3 and 21.3), bordered

upwind and downwind by forest, with wind measure-

ments at locations nearly equivalent to our observa-

tions. Their measurement at x/h � 21.3, at the

downwind boundary of the large clearing, roughly

corresponds in terms of distance downwind from

the nearest shelter, to the location of our reference

clearing observation (unfortunately, we must accept

that this velocity is affected to some extent by the

forest edge nearby). We compared our measurements

with RBG values interpolated to z/h � 0.4.

Fig. 9 shows horizontal pro®les of U/Uclr from the

two RBG cutblocks and our two cutblocks. The

similarity in wind statistics between the two so-dif-

ferent sized RBG cutblocks echoed the similarity we

observed between our two cutblocks. However, RBG

reported much higher values of U/Uclr than we

observed. In the upwind forest they found a U/Uclr

that was three times what we observed. These differ-

ences continued into the cutblock. We expected some

differences in U/Uclr, given that important forest

details almost certainly differed. The RBG model

forest had an equivalent plant area index (PAI) of

0.5, calculated as the frontal area of the model canopy

elements per unit ¯oor area. This represents a low

density forest, although RBG argued that their effec-

tive PAI was higher because the drag of their canopy

elements was higher than those of a real forest (see

Finnigan and Mulhearn, 1978). The aerodynamic

`density' of our forest is unknown. Sakai et al.

(1997) estimated that PAI ' 1 in a lea¯ess mixed

deciduous forest. Given the substantial spruce

understory at Hotchkiss, we believe our forest had

a PAI of between 1 and 2, and was therefore more

dense than the RBG forest. This may account in part

for the lower normalised wind velocity seen in our

cutblocks.

Some differences in U/Uclr may also be explained

by errors in the RBG measurements. The hot-®lm

anemometers used by RBG could not differentiate

reversed ¯ow, but reversal was observed visually, so

that errors in their U measurements certainly occurred.

We simulated a perfect hot-®lm sensor that measures

only |u|, and found that this sensor would overestimate

U at Hotchkiss by up to 16% in the wide cutblock and

25% in the narrow cutblock, and underestimate �u by

up to 19%. Errors of similar magnitude may have

occurred in the RBG experiment.

While there were large differences in the average

wind velocity between our cutblocks and the RBG

clearings, the turbulence observations were surpris-

ingly similar (Fig. 9). Although �u/Uclr and �w/Uclr in

the RBG forest were higher than we observed (perhaps

the result of differences in forest structure), the in-

cutblock values were in good agreement 3. RBG

observed a maximum �u/Uclr of approximately 0.3

(at x/h � 4.2) compared with our maximum of 0.29 (at

x/h � 5.4), and a maximum �w/Uclr of 0.19 compared

with our 0.17. RBG observed that both �u and �w fell

slowly after this peak in their wide clearing.

4.3. Experiment of Liu et al. (1996)

The wind tunnel observations described by Liu

et al. (1996), referred to as LCBN, were also directly

comparable with our observations. LCBN looked

at a forest-large clearing interface (x/h > 22). Velocity

measurements were made in the clearing at x/h � 22,

providing a `clearing' velocity scale (Uclr) nearly

matching our reference scale. We compared our wind

measurements (at z/h � 0.4) with the closest measure-

ment height of LCBN.

3We scaled �u, �w, and TKE at Hotchkiss by Sclr, and the RGB

observations were scaled by Uclr (as were the LCBN observations).

Since we looked at periods when V was small, the difference

between the two normalisations was slight.
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Fig. 9 shows horizontal pro®les of U/Uclr from the

LCBN study. The U/Uclr � 0.09 observed by LCBN at

the upwind forest edge was similar to our forest

observations. However, the increase in U/Uclr with x

in the LCBN clearing was steeper than we found, so

that U/Uclr was double our observations by x/h � 3.

Again, we expected some differences in U/Uclr due to

differences in forest structure, and the potential for

hot-®lm errors. The LCBN forest had an equivalent

PAI of 6.3, and represented a much more dense forest

than ours. It is interesting that in both the RBG

clearings (where we believe the forest was less dense

than ours) and in the LCBN clearing (where we

believe the forest was more dense than ours) the values

of U/Uclr were larger than we observed. This suggests

that differences in forest density do not explain the

differences in U/Uclr.

Individual turbulent velocity components were not

reported by LCBN, although they reported TKE and

this is shown in Fig. 9. Compared with our measure-

ments, LCBN observed lower levels of TKE at the

forest edge. Some underestimation of TKE was likely

due to hot-®lm errors near the forest edge (where at

Hotchkiss we observed frequent ¯ow reversal). How-

ever, we believe that most of the difference relative to

our data was due to the very dense LCBN forest, which

results in low U and TKE in the subcanopy of the

upwind forest, and in the clearing immediately down-

wind of the forest. At locations x/h > 1, TKE/S2
clr in

our cutblocks was statistically indistinguishable from

LCBN's observations.

4.4. Similarity in wind `recovery'

We looked at a dimensionless shape factor for

relative wind `recovery' across a forest clearing 4,

to focus on the spatial pattern of wind statistics across

different experiments. This wind recovery factor for U

was de®ned as

Ru�x� � U�x� ÿ Ufor

Uclr ÿ Ufor

where Ufor was the velocity at (or near) the upwind

forest edge, while Uclr was the reference clearing

velocity (in our case measured at x/h � 20). Similarly,

we de®ned a shape factor for TKE (RTKE). For our the

wide cutblock we assumed that Ufor and TKEfor were

given by their values at x/h � ÿ0.8. For the narrow

cutblock we assumed that Ufor and TKEfor were given

by their values at x/h � 0.2.

Fig. 10 shows RU for the different experiments.

While the RBG and LCBN data were in good agree-

ment, we observed a much lower U recovery (@R/@x)

in our cutblocks, particularly for the narrow cutblock

(where there was U deceleration with x). The scatter in

RU suggests that there is no `universal' recovery curve

for average winds across a forest clearing. We spec-

ulate that the differences in RU were due to large

differences in the pressure ®elds, presumably induced

by differences in forest/clearing geometry (although

this apparently had little in¯uence on the TKE, as

described below). In the third paper of this study

(Wilson and Flesch, 1999) we show model results

predicting strong `adverse' pressure gradients across

cutblocks (@P/@x > 0), which are sensitive to changes

in the forest-clearing geometry.

In contrast to U, the different TKE observations

collapsed about a `universal' RTKE curve as shown in

Fig. 10 (we assumed TKE � (2�2
u � �2

w)/2 in the RBG

case). These experiments showed an initially rapid rise

4As mentioned by McNaughton (1989), it is ambiguous to speak

of a wind recovery downwind of a forest ± what is the wind

recovering to? For our purposes, we will speak of a wind `recovery'

to conditions at our clearing location at x/h � 20.

Fig. 10. Relative recovery of U (RU) and TKE (RTKE) with

distance from the upwind forest edge (x/h) for several experiments.

FW denotes our observations, RBG denotes Raupach et al. (1987),

and LCBN denotes Liu et al. (1996).
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in TKE with x at the upwind edge of the clearing, with

TKE reaching the clearing level at x/h � 3. From

Fig. 10 it appears that TKE peaked between x/h � 4

and 6, then fell slowly with increasing x. The fact that

RTKE was similar across experiments having different

clearing dimensions (Xc/h � 1.7, 4.3, 6.1, 21.3, and

>22), and different upstream forest `entry-region'

borders (2, 6, 15 and 53h), points to a limited in¯uence

of both upwind and downwind features on the pattern

of TKE within a cutblock. We are hesitant to conclude

this is universally true however, as the wind ¯ow

model described in the third paper of this series

(Wilson and Flesch, 1999) predicts otherwise.

5. Conclusions

We believe a `quiet' zone/`wake' zone picture

provides a good description of the wind pattern in a

forest cutblock. When the winds were oriented across

the cutblock width, the quiet zone, where U and TKE

were reduced from values in a large clearing, extended

from 0 < x/h � 3 (at our measurement height of

z/h � 0.4). Downwind of this was a wake zone, where

the TKE was above clearing values. Based on com-

parisons with other studies, we believe that this

quiet/wake zone pattern exists across a wind range

of cutblocks (with different dimensions, different

upstream features, and different forest architectures).

The natural question asked by forest managers

when considering shelterwood harvest designs is,

how do cutblock dimensions affect wind shelter,

and ultimately the windthrow of remnant spruce? Here

we have considered only the case of winds oriented

across the cutblock/forest strips ± in our case the

expected circumstance during high wind events. We

believe that the pattern of average wind velocity in a

cutblock will vary according to the dimensions of the

cutblock (and the upwind landscape). However,

beyond the complicated region near the forest edge,

it appears that U increases across the cutblock mono-

tonically. Our observations do not point to an obvious

optimum cutblock width that would balance economic

ef®ciency (i.e., larger cutblocks) and good average

wind reduction (smaller cutblocks).

This is not so in terms of the turbulence. The

evidence suggests that once a cutblock width exceeds

3h, remnant trees beyond x/h � 3 will be subject to

turbulence as energetic as observed in a large clearing

(for trees of height z � 0.5h). This presupposes a

signi®cant border of upwind forest (at least 2h) ±

the situation for all of the cutblocks/clearings studied

here.

Our observations show that the extent of protection

afforded by a sheltered cutblock depends on whether

the focus is on the average wind velocity or turbu-

lence. The relative importance of each in causing

windthrow will depend on the frequency characteris-

tics of the turbulence and the dynamical characteris-

tics of the tree. This was the focus of the next phase of

our work (Flesch and Wilson, 1999). However, we can

conclude that effective shelter for both U and TKE

seems guaranteed within three tree heights of the

upwind forest edge (for trees of height z � 0.5h).
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Appendix

Anemometer errors

A.1 Cup anemometer errors

Comparing average cup windspeed (S) measured

concurrently from cup anemometers and 3±D propel-

ler anemometers showed cup overspeeding of up to

35% (we expected only small overspeeding from the

propellers: Wyngaard, 1981). We observed increased

overspeeding with increased turbulence intensity (e.g.,

�u/U), roughly as described by Kaganov and Yaglom

(1976). A simple correction was used to account for

overspeeding, by recalculating S as:

S � 0:93 Sunc ÿ 0:21 �msÿ1�
where Sunc is the uncorrected cup anemometer wind-

speed. This formula was given by regression of S from
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the propellers and cup anemometers, and implicitly

accounts for the effect of turbulent intensity ± the

greatest turbulent intensities occurred where wind-

speed was low. A better correction factor would use

turbulence intensity directly, but for most S observa-

tions we did not have turbulence measurements.

A.2 Propeller anemometer errors

Propeller anemometers have two de®ciencies that

lead to errors in turbulence statistics: propeller stalling

and poor high frequency response. Stalling was

obvious at three of our locations (at x/h � ÿ0.8,

1.0, 7.2 at the wide-cutblock), as showed by spikes

in the velocity probability density functions (PDFs).

We believe that the resulting errors were not signi®-

cant: our correction schemes (e.g., `redistributing' the

spike in PDF at u � 0) did not signi®cantly change the

resulting statistics. This echos Horst (1973) who found

stalling errors did not seriously affect commonly

computed wind statistics. The poor high frequency

response of the propellers was a more signi®cant

problem. Two approaches were used to estimate the

frequency response errors: (1) a comparison between

the propellers and a sonic anemometer, and (2) a

spectral correction to the propeller velocity power

spectra.

A 3±D sonic anemometer (CSAT-3, Campbell Sci.,)

was temporarily co-located with a 3±D propeller

anemometer at x/h � 0.6 in the narrow cutblock

(z/h � 0.4), and the u and w velocity statistics com-

pared. We focused on two 30 min periods (where

U > |V| and �u > 0.5 m sÿ1). We found:

� the average Uprop/Usonic was 1.04; the average

�u_prop/�u_sonic was 0.99;

� the average of |Wprop ± Wsonic| was 0.015 m sÿ1; the

average �w_prop/�w_sonic was 0.88;

� the average of |Sku_prop ± Sku_sonic| was 0.17; the

average Ktu_prop/Ktu_sonic was 1.14;

� the average of |Skw_prop ± Skw_sonic| was 0.35; the

average Ktw_prop/Ktw_sonic was 1.69.

The agreement between the two anemometers was

excellent for u statistics. As expected, the agreement

in w statistics was worse. We also found disappointing

agreement in v (e.g., �v_prop/�v_sonic � 0.86), which we

partially blame on ¯ow interference caused by our

anemometer setup.

We also considered a `spectral' correction to the

propeller �u, �v, and �w values. The power spectra of

velocity (Su, Sv, Sw) were expected to show the the-

oretical ÿ5/3 `fall-off' with frequency (w) in the

inertial subrange: e.g., Su(w) / wÿ5/3 (see Stull,

1988) 5. We observed that at frequencies above 0.1±

0.3 Hz, the propeller spectra departed from a ÿ5/3

fall-off (Fig. 11). The propeller power spectra were

extended along a ÿ5/3 fall-off (for w > 0.1 Hz), and

`corrected' velocity variances were recalculated at all

cutblock locations. This indicated that the propellers

underestimated �u and �v by 1.5 to 4%, and under-

estimated �w by 6 to 10%.

We believe that the propellers gave reasonably

accurate measurements of the turbulent statistics

within the forest cutblocks, particularly for u and v.

On this basis we decided not to correct the velocity

statistics, recognizing that w turbulence statistics are

in error, and that TKE was likely underestimated by

between 5 and 10%.
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